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Voltage: The potential difference between the two points is called as the 
voltage. The voltage is denoted by the letter “V”. It is measured in 
volts. 

Current: The flow of electrons through a conductor is called the current. The 
direction of the current is always opposite to the electrons flow 
direction. It is denoted by the letter “I”. It measured in Amperes. 

Passive and Active Elements:
Passive Elements:  The passive elements are capable only receiving 
power. 

Ex: Resistors, Capacitor, Inductor, Etc. 
Active Elements: The elements which are capable of delivering energyor

Producing energy to some external device is called as Active 
elements. 
Ex: Batteries, generators, energy sources.  

Write the difference between Active and Passive Elements

Passive Elements Active Elements 
1. The passive elements are 

capable only receiving power 
2. Ex: Resistors, Capacitors, 

Inductors, Etc. 

1. The elements which generate 
or amplifiers to amplifiers 
energy are called active 
elements 

2. Ex: Batteries, Generators, are 
independent energy source. 

3. The elements which capable of 
delivering energy 

Resistance:The opposition of flow of electrons (current) is called as resistance. 
The device which is used to oppose the flow of electrons is called 
Resistor. 

Resistance is measured by Ohm’s (Ω ). 
The symbol for the resistor shown below 

By the ohm’s law  
The voltage across the resistor V=IR 

The current flowing through the resistor I=V/R 
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Inductor: The opposition of change in current is called as inductance. The 
device shows the inductance is called inductor. 
Inductance is measured by Henrys. The symbol below represents 

the inductor. 

��� ����	
� 	��� ��� ��������  � = � ���� 

��� ������� ������
 �����
� ��� �������� � = �� � � ��
 

Where  V-voltage across the inductor 
L-inductance of the inductor 
I-current through the inductor 

 

Capacitor: The opposition of change of voltage is called as capacitance. The 
capacitor stores the electric energy in the form of charge.  

The capacitance is measured by Farads (F). 
The symbol for the capacitor shown below 

��� ������� ������
 �����
� ��� �	�	����� � = � ����   
��� ����	
� 	��� ��� �	�	����� � = �� � � ��

Where I- current through the capacitor 
C- Capacitance in farads 
V- Voltage applied to the capacitor. 

The resistance having the inductor is called “Inductive reactance”. That is 
represented by the term ��  

The inductive reactance �� = ωL= 2πfL.  

ω- phase angle,   f- Frequency,   L- Inductance of the inductor 
 

The resistance of the capacitor is called as the “capacitive reactance”. That is 
represented by the term ��

The capacitive reactance �� = � � = �!"#�
Where  ω- phase angle,   f- Frequency,   C- Capacitance of the capacitor 
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Fundamentals of A.C wave form:
 

 

 

 
 

The above fig shows the fundamental sinusoidal waveform.it has six of the most 
important characteristics. They are 

PEAK TO PEAK VALUE : - The PEAK TO PEAK value is the vertical distance 
between the top and bottom of the wave. It will be measured in volts on a 
voltage waveform, and may be labeled VPP or VPK−PK. In a current waveform it 
would be labeled IPP or IPK−PK as I (not C) is used to represent current. 

INSTANTANEOUS VALUE : - this is the value $%&'()*+ &, -.,,+/(0of the 
wave at any particular instant.$&,0The magnitude or amplitude of the wave at 
any instant is called the instantaneous value  

The instantaneous value can be represented as V$(0 = 12 sin 6(
Where 12 Is the amplitude of the wave 

ω Is the phase angle 
t Is the time period 
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PEAK VALUE (or) AMPLITUDE : - The AMPLITUDE of a sine wave is 
the maximum vertical distance reached, in either direction from the center line 
of the wave. As a sine wave is symmetrical about its center line, the amplitude 
of the wave is half the peak to peak value 

PERIODIC TIME : - The PERIODIC TIME (given the symbol T) is the time, 
in seconds’ milliseconds etc. taken for one complete cycle of the wave. It can 
be used to find the FREQUENCY of the wave ƒ using the formula T =1/ƒ. The 
frequency will be in ‘Hertz’.  

AVERAGE VALUE: -  
The average value of a wave form is the average of 

the instantaneous values for a particular time period. It is denoted by
 

avv avi
Π

= m
av

V
v

2

Π
= m

av

I
i

2

This is normally taken to mean the average value of only half a cycle of the 
wave. 

RMS value (Root mean Square Value):
The RMS value of an AV quantity is the equivalent of the d.c value of that 
quantity. It is represented by the letter  

2
m

rms

V
V =

2
m

rms

I
I =       
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Differences between AC and DC sources
AC(alternating source)

1. It is sinusoidal wave shown 
below 

2. Magnitude or amplitude 
periodically varies

3. It has 
frequency(Eg.230V,50
y) 

4. It has phase 
5. Periodically change the 

polarity(positive half and 
negative half wave)

6. Bidirectional 
7. Induction is possible when it 

flows through conductor
8. Easier to amplify

Explain about phase and phase difference:
Phase of a sine wave: 
The phase of a sine wave is an angular measurement that specifies the position 
of the sine wave relative to a reference time (t=0). 

Considered the two waves A and B are 
point then the two waves are in same phase, shown below. Between the A and B 
there is no phase difference.
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Differences between AC and DC sources
AC(alternating source) DC(direct source) 

sinusoidal wave shown 1. It is straight line.

Magnitude or amplitude 
periodically varies

2. Amplitude is in study state(no 
change in amplitude 
throughout) 

It has 
frequency(Eg.230V,5078suppl

3. It has no frequency (Eg.+5 volts 
DC) 

4. It has no phase 
Periodically change the 
polarity(positive half and 
negative half wave)

5. Fixed polarity(either + or 

6. Unidirectional 
Induction is possible when it 
flows through conductor

7. Induction is not possible

8. Easier to measure.

Explain about phase and phase difference:

The phase of a sine wave is an angular measurement that specifies the position 
of the sine wave relative to a reference time (t=0). 

Considered the two waves A and B are represented below are starting at same 
point then the two waves are in same phase, shown below. Between the A and B 
there is no phase difference.
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It is straight line.

Amplitude is in study state(no 
change in amplitude 

It has no frequency (Eg.+5 volts 

Fixed polarity(either + or -) 

Induction is not possible

measure.

The phase of a sine wave is an angular measurement that specifies the position 

represented below are starting at same 
point then the two waves are in same phase, shown below. Between the A and B 
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Phase difference:- 
If the two waves are starting at different positions or time points then the two 
waves are out of phase. The below fig represents the phase difference of the two 
waves. 

Generally A is mathematically represented by A=92 sin 6( and also same as B 
wave. But depending on A the B is represented with phase difference 
B=:2 sin$6( + <0
Where α is the phase difference between A and B. 

Pure resistive circuit with A.C 
source:$=> ?@ABC?DABEFDE?F G# BCFEFDGB HED@ I� FGJB?C0
Consider a sinusoidal$&,0AC voltage V=12 sin K = 12 sin 6( is connected 
across a pure resistor of resistance R is shown in the below fig 

In the above fig V$(0- is the applied AC voltage=voltage across the resistor$1L0IN – is the current flows through it 
R-- Resistance 

The instantaneous voltage across the resistor 1L is equal to the supply voltage 
So,  =O = =P ��  D.

Ohm’s law 

I=
RL 
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By using the Ohm’s law,  

The current through the resistor in the circuit is equal to SL = $RT0L
So, SL = RU VWX YZL = RUL sin 6(

[\] ^+ -&/_\`+,+` 12a = S2 (ℎ+/ (ℎ+ +c.)(\&/ d+-&e+_f
>O = >P ��  D = >P �� g $d+-)._+ K = 6(0
FROM THE ABOVE EXPRESSIONS$1 = 12 _\/ 6(0 )/` $S = S2 _\/ 6(0, the 
current flowing through the resistor and voltage applied across it are in same 

Phase. 

Wave forms for applied voltage and current through a pure resistor 

Voltage and current phase diagram for pure resistor in AC 

Power in a pure resistor when it is connected in AC circuit:  
When a pure resistor is connected with AC source 
The instantaneous voltage across the resistor is =O==P �� g = =P ��  D
Due to that voltage the current flows through the resistor is >O = >P ��  D =>P �� g

 

Then the power in the pure resistor when it is connected with AC source 
is  

Power $h0 = => 
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$h0 = => = =P �� g.>P �� g
==P>P$�� g0! 

From the above expression the average power ijk = lmn o $i0`Kmnp
For a pure resistor in AC the value of hAq = =P>P!
Pure Inductive circuit with AC source
Consider a pure inductor ‘L’ is connected across AC voltage V$(0, due to that 
AC source voltage the current flowing through is I$(0 = S2 sin K = S2 sin 6(. 
The below fig shows the circuit diagram for pure inductor with AC source. 

Where I=I$(0 = S2 sin K = S2 sin 6(
L=inductance 

So, the voltage across the inductor is V$(0 = r ssZ $S2 sin ⍵(0
=L.S2 ssZ sin ⍵(
=S2r ⍵ cos ⍵(
=S2⍵r cos ⍵( 
=S2 wxcos ⍵( 

    V$(0  =12 sin$90 + ⍵(0
Then from the equations  
The current through the inductor I$(0 = S2 sin K = S2 sin 6( and  
The voltage across the inductor V$(0 =12 sin$90 + K0,  
The voltage and the currents are out of phase. (900phase difference) 

`̀{ sin ){ = ) cos ){ 

⍵ = 2}] 

⍵r = 2}]r = wx 

~.( 12 = wrS2 

sin$90 + ⍵(0 = cos ⍵( 

From the inductor formulae the voltage across the inductor is equal to V=L
s�sZ 
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The current and voltage wave forms of the inductor shown below 
From the below voltage and current wave forms, the voltage across the inductor 
leads the current through the inductor by90p ~ℎ)_+ )/*'+. $&,0 The current 
through the inductor lags the voltage across the inductor by 90p 

Phase diagram 

Power for a pure inductor in AC source:
When a pure inductor is connected with AC source 

The current flows through the inductor is �$D0 = >P ��  D =>P �� g
The instantaneous voltage across the inductor is V$(0==P �� g ==P ��  D

Then the power in the pure inductor when it is connected with AC source 
is  $i0 = 1S = 12 cos K.S2 sin K

=12S2 sin K cos K
(Multiply and divide with 2)  

=
RU�Um . 2 sin K cos K

(P) =
RU�Um . sin$2K0

Power $h0 = => 

��$!g0 =  ! �� g �� g 

⍵t=Ѳ 
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 The average power ijk = lmn o $i0`Kmnp
=

lmn o [RU�Umnp m . sin$2K0]`K
=

lmn.
RU�Um . o sin$2K0 `Kmnp

=
lmn.

RU�Um .�� ��V m�m �p
mn

 

=
RU�U�n [�� ��V m$mn0m � − �� ��V m$p0m �f

=
RU�U�n ��lm + lm� = 0

From the above derivation the power consumed in a pure inductive circuit is ‘0’ 

Pure capacitive circuit with AC source
Consider a pure Capacitor ‘C’ is connected across AC voltage V$(0 =12 sin K = 12 sin 6(, due to that AC source voltage the current flowing through 
is I$(0. The below fig shows the circuit diagram for pure capacitor with AC 
source 

Due to that voltage the current flows though the capacitor is 

Where V$(0 = 12 sin K = 12 sin 6(
C= capacitance 

So, the voltage across the Capacitor is I$(0 = � ssZ $12 sin ⍵(0
=C.12 ssZ sin ⍵(
=12� ⍵cos ⍵(
=12 ⍵�cos⍵(  

  I$(0 =S2 sin$90 + ⍵(0
 Then from the equations  

� sin ){`{ = − cos ){)  

cos 0 = 1, cos 4} = 1 

From the capacitor formulae the voltage across the Capacitor is equal to I=C
sRsZ  

`̀{ sin ){ = ) cos ){ 

⍵ = 2}] 

⍵� = 2}]� = 1w�  

~.( S2 = 12/w� 

sin$90 + ⍵(0 = cos ⍵( 
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The current through the Capacitor V$(0 = 12 sin K = 12 sin 6( and the voltage 
across the Capacitor I$(0=S2 sin$90 + K0, the voltage and the currents are out 
of phase. (900phase difference) 
The current and voltage wave forms of the capacitor shown below 
From the below voltage and current wave forms, the voltage across the 
Capacitor lagging the current through the Capacitor by 90p ~ℎ)_+ )/*'+. $&,0
The current through the Capacitor leads the voltage across the Capacitor by 90p 

Phase diagram 

Note:(The power calculation for pure capacitor in AC source is 
same as the inductor shown above) 

Series R-L circuit parameters

V=12 sin 6(
 The above fig shows that series R-L circuit.  

Where  1L − \_ voltage drop across the resistor. 1x − Is voltage drop across the inductor 
V- Applied voltage.  
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From the above circuit 
The total voltage V=I.R+Iwx
The total impedance$�0 = �am + wxm 

The current $S0 = R�=
R

�L�����
Phase angle ф=tan�l ���L �
Power factor= cos ф = 

L�
Power =VIcos ф

Series R-C circuit parameters 

V=12 sin 6(
 The above fig shows that series R-C circuit.  

Where 1L − S_ voltage drop across the resistor. 1� − Is voltage drop across the capacitor 
V- Applied voltage.  

From the above circuit 
The total voltage V=I.R+Iw�
The total impedance$�0 = �am + w�m 

The current $S0 = R�=
R

�L�����
Phase angle ф=tan�l ���L �
Power factor=cos ф = 

L�
Power =VIcos ф

wx = 6r=2πfL 

wx = lY�=
lmn�� 
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Series R-L-C circuit parameters 

V=12 sin 6(
 The above fig shows that series R-C circuit.  

Where 1L − \_ voltage drop across the resistor. 1x − Is voltage drop across the inductor 1� − Is voltage drop across the capacitor 
V- Applied voltage.  

From the above circuit 
The total voltage V=I.R+Sw� + Sw�
The total impedance$�0 = �am + $wx − w�0m
The current $S0 = R�=

R�L��$�����0�
Phase angle ф=tan�l ������L �
Power factor=cos ф
Power =VIcos ф

Resonance
Definition: - resonance in an electrical circuit consisting of passive and active 
elements is defined as a particular state of the circuit when the current or 
voltage in the circuit is maximum or minimum with respect to the magnitude of 
excitation at a particular frequency, the circuit impedance being either minimum 
or maximum at the power factor unity. The frequency at which the resonance 
occurs is called as the resonance frequency is denoted by]p. 
Derivation of resonance frequency in series RLC circuit 
The below fig shows the circuit diagram of a series combination of R , L and  C 
are connected across an AC source. 

wx = lY�=
lmn�� 

wx = 6r=2πfL 
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From the for the resistance of the resistor is –R  
The reactance of the inductor L is - wx = 6r=2πfL=also represented as 

jωL 
The reactance of the capacitor C is - w� = 1/6�=1/2πfC=also 

represented as 1/jωC. 

From the circuit the total impedance=resistance$a0+inductive 
reactance$wx0+capacitive reactance$w�0

Total impedance$�0 = a + �wx − �w�. 
In the series resonance circuit the resonance occur, when the inductive reactance 
is equal to the capacitive reactance. 

So, wx = w�
jωL= 

l�Y�
jωL= -

�Y�
ωL=1/ωC 6m = 1/r�
Then $2}]0m=

lx�
2πf=

l√x�
f=

lmn√x�
so, from the above derivation the  

Impedance for series RLC circuit at resonant
The total impedance of a series RLC circuit is Z=R+�wx − �w�

=R+jωL− �Y�

ω=2πf 

The resonance frequency # = �!"√�� 
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=R+j�6r − lY��
=R+j$00
Z=R. 

Current for series RLC circuit at resonant

From the ohm’s law the current I=
R�

But here the total impedance Z=R so, the current 

throughout the circuit at resonance is equal to I=
=O

Plot the frequency versus current and impedance variation curves in a 
series RLC circuit.  
In the below fig$)0 shows frequency versus impedance curve and fig$d0 shows 
the frequency versus current curve. 

Fig$A0 Fig$¡0

At resonance in RLC circuit ωL=
lY� 

Ohm’s law 

I=
RL 

From the above derivation the total impedance at resonance 

in a series RLC circuit is equal to the Resistance of the circuit. 
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From the fig$)0 we conclude that the impedance decreases from starting 
frequency to resonance frequency$]p0, in between that the capacitive reactance 
is greater than the inductive reactance.  

After the resonance frequency the impedance increases in this condition 
the inductive reactance is greater than the capacitive reactance. At the resonance 
frequency the two reactance are equal and the total impedance is equal to the 
resistance. 

From the fig$d0 we conclude that the current increases from starting 
frequency to resonance frequency$]p0.  After the resonance frequency it starts 
decreasing, at the resonance frequency it is peak position i.e. the maximum 
current. 
From the two figs both $)0)/`$d0 at the resonance frequency the impedance is 
minimum and the current flowing is maximum. 
Band width of series resonant circuit
The bandwidth of series resonant circuit is defined as the band within the limits 
of lower and upper half power frequency. 

In the above fig  ]x- is the lower half power frequency 
And ]¢- is the upper half power frequency. 

From the definition of the bandwidth, 
The band width is equal to B.W=]¢ − ]x

Selectivity of series resonance circuit
The selectivity is the measure of its ability to reject all other frequencies either 
side of the lower and upper half power frequency. 
The definition of the selectivity in series resonant circuit is the “the ratio of 
resonance frequency to the bandwidth.” 
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The selectivity= £¤¥¦§j§¨¤ �£¤©ª¤§¨«¬j§s �sZ® = �̄�°���
A more selective circuit will have narrow bandwidth; the less selective circuit 
will have wider band width. 

Quality factor of a coil and capacitor:$±0
Quality factor of a coil: the quality factor of a coil is defined as the ratio of the 
voltage across the inductor to the applied voltage. 

Q$c.)'\(² ])-(&,0=R�R
Where 1x − is the voltage across the inductor $-&\'0

V- Applied voltage. 

Q=
R�R

=
�̄ ���̄ L = ��L = Y¯xL $]&, (ℎ+ -&\'0

Quality factor of a capacitor: the quality factor of a coil is defined as the ratio 
of the voltage across the capacitor to the applied voltage. 

Q$c.)'\(² ])-(&,0=R�R
Where 1� − is the voltage across the capacitor 

V- Applied voltage. 

Q=
R�R

=
�̄ ���̄ L = ��L = ³́̄ �L = lY¯�L  ]&, -)~)-\(&,

Uses of resonance in radio circuits
The resonance circuits are used at any places in electronics circuits they are 

1. Wave trap circuits 
2. IF transmitters  
3. Tuning circuits 
4. Filters 
5. Measuring bridges 

Used in telephone circuits. Etc. 

Where 1x = Spwx 

V=Spa 

And wx = 6pr 

Where 1� = Spw�  

V=Spa 

And w� = lY¯� 
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Differences between series and parallel resonance circuits:
Series resonance Parallel resonance 
1.series resonance circuit 1. Parallel resonance circuit. 

2.In this power factor unity 2.Here also power factor unity 
3.impadance is very low at 
resonance$� = a0 3.impadance is maximum at 

resonance�� = x�L�
4.current is maximum at resonance 

[S = 1af
4.current is minimum at resonance 

[S = 1�ar f
5.the resonance frequency 

$]p0 = 12}√r�
5.the resonance frequency 

$]p0 = 12} µ 1r� − am
rm

6.it is acts as a frequency acceptor 6.it is acts as a frequency rejecter 
7. it magnifies voltage 7. it magnifies current 

8.Quality factor$¶0=
Y·xL = lY¯�L 8.the Quality factor$¶0 = LY¯�

Important Problems  

1. What is the capacitance of the capacitor if a charging current of 100mA 
flows, when 40V voltage is applied at the frequency of 50Hz? 

2. The reactance of a coil at 100Hz is 20Ω. What is its reactance at 1kHz? 
3. The current in a coil changes from 20A to 12A in 0.1S. if the emf produced 

is100V, find the inductance of the coil? 
4. A resistance of 100Ω, an inductance of 0.2 H and a capacitance of150 mico 

Farad are connected in series along 230V, 50Hz supply. Calculate the 
current drawn by the circuit, power factor of the circuit and power 
consumed by the circuit. 

5. A 100Ω resistor connected in series with an inductor across a sinusoidal 
400V-50Hz supply. If the voltage across the resistor and inductor are 
respectively 200V and 300V. Calculate:- inductance, phase angle ф. 

6. A sinusoidal voltage of 5 kHz frequency is applied across a 10 mH 
inductor. Determine the inductive reactance. 
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7. In a series RLC circuit the voltage and current are given by 
V=353.5sin$3000( − 10p0volts, I= 12.5sin$3000( − 55p0amps and the 
inductance is 0.01H. find the R and C? 

8. A voltage of V= 200$1.4140 sin 314( is applied to a resistor of 20Ω. Find 
current and total power. 

9. A series RLC circuit with L=0.5H has an instantaneous voltage 
V=70.7 sin$500( + 30p0%&'(_ and the instantaneous current 
I=1.5sin$500(0amperes. Find the values of R and C. at what frequency will 
the circuit be resonant 

10. A series RLC circuit consisting of a capacitor of reactance 120Ω and a coil 
having the reactance of 60Ω  and inductive reactance of180Ω, the 
combination is connected across 200V, 50Hz supply.  
Calculate: 
a. Current. 
b. Power factor. 
c. Power taken by the circuit. 
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